For R a subring of an n X n matrix ring Mn(A) over a division ring A, we examine an invariant called the row rank of R. Roughly speaking, the row rank of R is the largest integer k such that R contains all fc-rowed matrices over a left order in A. The row rank of R is then an integer between 0 and n; and we will see that row rank R > 1 means that Afn(A) is the maximal left quotient ring of R, while row rank H = n signifies that M"(A) is the classical left quotient ring of R. Thus row rank provides a link between maximal and classical quotient rings for rings of this type. A description of the subrings R with row rank R > k is obtained which subsumes and generalizes earlier theorems of Faith-Utumi and Zelmanowitz, respectively, for the cases row rank R = n and row rank R > 1.
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Introduction.
Here a subring R of a ring S will be called a large subring of S if for every 0 / t G S there exists r G R with 0 ^ rt G R. We will be concerned with the situation when S = Mn(A), the ring ofnxn matrices over a division ring A. For such subrings the following result was obtained in [4] . The possibility of the preceding theorem was first raised as a question by C. Faith [1, Open Problem 13] , and was prompted by the following well-known theorem of Faith and Utumi [2] . Of course we write rankiî = k if ranki? > k but rankiî ^ k + 1. In this terminology, conditions (l.ii) and (n.ii) state, respectively, that rankiî > 1 and rankiî = n.
Observe also that the rank of R is defined relative to the specific (inclusion) embedding of R in Mn(A). Later we will see that rankiî is essentially independent of the choice of the embedding of R as a large subring of a matrix ring over a division ring (Theorem 2.1). We let A(") denote the right A-vector space of column n-tuples over A. A^™) is a left Mn(A)-module under matrix multiplication, and so is, by restriction, a left iî-module. By the rank of an element r G R, written rankr, we mean as usual the dimension of r A^n^ as a right A-vector space.
In view of Theorem 1 and Theorem n, it was conjectured in [5] that for R C Mn(A) and 1 < k < n, rankiî > k would be equivalent to the following condition. Q^rtGR.
This conjecture is, however, readily seen to be false. Let A be any division ring and set R = {(aij) G Ms(A)|a2i = 031 = 0}. Then a direct calculation (Example 1.5) establishes that for each 0 ^ t G M3(A) there exists r G R with rankr > 2 and with 0 ^ rt G R. On the other hand, as seems intuitively obvious, rank/2 = 1.
Fortunately, the situation can be remedied by strengthening the requirement of condition (k.i). The principal achievement of this article is to establish the following result.
THEOREM k. The following conditions are equivalent for a subring R of Mn(A), A a division ring, n > 2.
(fc.i*) Given ti..., i"_i G Mn(A), not all zero, there exists r G R with rankr > k and with rt\,..., rtn-\ G R, not all zero.
(fc.ii) rankiî > k.
Theorem 1 and Theorem n are almost immediate consequences of Theorem k in the special cases k = 1 and k = n. In order to establish Theorem k it will be necessary to examine carefully the structure of A^") as a left iî-module. The most important techniques in the proof were introduced in [4] .
In a sequel to this article we will discuss the relationship between the row rank of R and the dually defined column rank of iî.
1. The main theorem. Throughout this article, all rings are associative but need not possess identity elements. For the basic ring theory we need, we rely on [1] as a reference. Theorem k is established by the equivalence of (i) and (ii) in the following theorem. THEOREM 1.1, For R a subring of Mn(A), A a division ring, n > 2, and k an integer between 1 and n, the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) Given ii,..., <n-i G Mn(A), not all zero, there exists r G R with rankr > k and with rt\,..., rtn-\ G R, not all zero.
(ii) rankiî > k.
(iii) A^n' is a nonsingular indecomposable ( quasi-) injective left R-module with Endfl A(n) = A acting via right multiplications and dimC/A > k for every nonzero R-A-subbimodule U of A^. Before turning to the proof of this theorem, we show how to deduce Theorem 1 and Theorem n as special cases. The restriction n > 2 is a technicality imposed only by the statement of condition (i). )). PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. We will show the cyclic string of implications (i) =>• (iii) => (ii) => (i), and also that (iii) «=> (iv). We will frequently quote facts obtained in [4] . (iii) => (ii) This is proved by an argument given in [4] . We will sketch the basic outline and refer the reader to pp. 346-348 of [4] for detailed proofs of the assertions below. Finally, £> = {o(q)|q G E} is a left order in T and iî 2 Xa<¿</i-i<i<n Deij-Hence rank R > h > k. (Observe, for later use, that we have actually shown that rankiî > dim MAa-) License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (ii) =>■ (i) We will show a bit more than necessary.
Let ti,...,tm G Mn(A) be any finite sequence with ¿i ^ 0; we claim that there then exists r G R with rankr > k, rt\ ^ 0, and rU G R for all i = 1,..., m.
We are given that Mn It is then routine to check that for each h -1,..., m, rí^ G Si<¿<fc-i<j<n -^e»:> -R, that ríi ^ 0, and that rankr = dimrA^ = k. We omit the details.
(iii) =>• (iv) Since we have already shown that (iii) <£■ (i) it is evident that Mn(A) is the maximal left quotient ring of iî. It remains to show that if L is an essential left ideal of R, then L contains an element of rank > k.
Choose a A-basis v\,...,vn for A^ and set Ai -{r G R\rvj = 0 for j = 1,... ,n, j ^ i}. Ai = AíVí under the correspondence a <-► avi for a G Ai because A(n> is a faithful left iî-module. Since L is an essential left ideal of R and A^n^ is a uniform left ií-module, CC=i{I ^ Aí)ví ^ 0. By hypothesis there exist elements ?ii,..., ut G n"=i(^ rï ^¿)u¿í linearly independent over A. For each j = 1,... ,k we may write Uj = ajVj with aj G L n A¿. Set a = Xw=i aj ^ I-Since Uj = avj it is clear that rank a > k, and so a is the desired element of L.
(iv) => (iii) Clearly (iv) implies (l.i) and so, as in the proof of (i) => (iii), we can conclude that A*") is a nonsingular indecomposable injective left iî-module with Endfi A^™) = A acting via right multiplications. Now let U be a nonzero R-A-subbimodule of A'"' and fix a A-basis v\,...,vn for A^"'. Then, because A^n^ is a uniform iî-module, L = {r G R\rvi G U, 1 < i < n} is an essential left ideal of R. By hypothesis, there exists r G L wth rankr = dimrA^ > k. Since rA(n) = £"=1 ™¿A Ç UA C U, dim [/a > k. With this, the proof is completed. D In the course of proving Theorem 1.1 we have obtained some additional information which we now elaborate on and display. 2. Independence of rank. The definition of rank R that we used in §1 was dependent on the (inclusion) embedding of R in Mn(A). The purpose of this section is to show that, when it is-> 1, the rank of R is fundamentally independent of the choice of the embedding of R in a matrix ring over a division ring. We begin by slightly extending the definition of the rank of R. It should be evident that the case when rank,/, iî = 0 or rank,/, R = 0 must be excluded from consideration.
For example, if <j>: A -► Mi (A) = A is the identity map and ip: A -> M2(A) is defined by ip(x) = (q°), then rank,/, A = 1 while rank,/, A = 0.
From part (iii) of Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.4(c) we know that if rank^iî > 1, then (with respect to the iî-module structure naturally induced by <f>: R -> M"(A)) A(") is a faithful nonsingular indecomposable injective left iî-module with Endfl &f-n> = A (acting as right multiplications) and with rank,/, R -dim [/a, where U is the unique minimal iî-A-subbimodule of A^™). A similar statement is also true for T^m^ as a left iî-module. Hence the preceding theorem is established by the following standard proposition. We include a proof for the sake of completeness. PROPOSITION 2.2. IfV is a faithful nonsingular indecomposable injective left R-module and W is any nonsingular indecomposable injective left R-module, then PROOF. Choose 0 jd w G W. Since W is nonsingular and indecomposable there exists a uniform left ideal I of R with Iw = I under the iî-isomorphism (f> defined by 4>(rw) = r for r G I. Since V is faithful there exists v G V with Iv ^ 0; then ip(r) -rv for r G I defines an iî-isomorphism from I onto Iv because I is uniform and V is nonsingular. Since V is injective and W is indecomposable, <¡n¡) extends to an iî-monomorphism 6 of W into V. 6 is the desired isomorphism because W is injective and V is indecomposable. D
